
Name: _______________________________Period: _______  Date:_________

                                       My Journey Home Project Rubric

Criteria A:  Knowing and Understanding
Strand ii  - demonstrating knowledge and understanding of map making through example.

TODALS  _____
Physical Features _____
Political Features _____
Cardinal / Intermediate Directions _____
Relative location (Landmarks) _____
Absolute Location _____
Route _____
Map Standards _____

IB Score Descriptor

   0 Work does not meet measurable description

1-2 Demonstrates a basic knowledge and understanding of map making.

3-4 Demonstrates a simple  knowledge and understanding of map making.

5-6 Demonstrates a good knowledge and understanding of map making.

7-8 Demonstrates a superior  knowledge and understanding of map making.

Criteria B:  Investigating
Strand ii - follow an action plan to explore a 
research question

Research  Log Turned In _____
Action Plan for Research created _____

IB Score        Descriptor

   0 Work does not meet measurable 
description

1-2 Makes a limited attempt to follow a 
research plan.

3-4 Makes a partial attempt to follow a 
research plan.

5-6 Makes a satisfactory attempt to 
follow a research plan.

7-8 Makes a superior attempt to follow 
a research plan.

Strand iii - List Sources for the research task

Research  Log Turned In _____
Sources listed on Research Log _____

IB Score        Descriptor

   0 Work does not meet measurable 
description

1-2 Makes a limited attempt to explain 
sources used for research.

3-4 Makes a partial attempt to explain 
sources used for research.

5-6 Makes a satisfactory attempt to 
explain sources used for research.

7-8 Makes a superior attempt to explain 
sources used for research.

Criteria C:  Communicating
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